
 

 

Marco Goffi presents the NARRAI “code” at the XXI Triennale  
 
 

The scientific committee of the XXI Triennale, the International Exhibition that 

opened on April 2nd, selected NARRAI by Marco Goffi among the projects conceived 

by designers Over 35. 

 

NARRAI is a project thought to convey through a millenary user interface - arras - 

modular messages with an archaic T9: weaving. 

NARRAI consists in the creation of a code, a language that communicates through 

an object made with the ancient a pibiones1 (warp and weft) weaving technique; it 

is an open source project: anyone can become source of a communication that 

modifies and re-creates the arras, conferring a physical form to the loom. 

 

 “Challenging contradictions, inconsistencies, uncertainties of the modern world, 

proposing new cardinal points and establish the foundations of culture in the future", 

this is the ambitious goal of the theme of the XXI Triennale, pursued by NARRAI 

project by proposing the interaction between two apparently different "worlds" like 

tradition and open-source attitude. 

 

Thanks to the creation of a graphic code, conservative sensitivity and tendency to 

share, become accomplices in the visual translation of messages in any language. 

The project attributes colour to words, creating a language “chromatic map”; spaces 

between the pibiones set the pace of an ornamental prosody that decorates the 

tapestries with abstract and minimal patterns, conveying the culture of the project 

beyond the boundaries of craftsmanship. 

NARRAI allows designing on the fabric as a piece of paper intended for writing, using 

natural inks and symbols arising from dot/line/colour sequences for words and 

meanings. 

Code, technique and matter are the tools to wave NARRAI's weft, a representative 

model, which relies on the heritage of an ancient civilisation - as first application - to 

conceive messages "at the loom". 

A site-specific installation called prexiu is set-up at BASE premises, former Ansaldo’s 

industrial complex, which displays the hand-woven arras manufactured by Italian 

company Mariantonia Urru. 

 

1 Pibiones - in sardinian, grape - is an ancient weaving technique. Adding to the ordinary weft an 

extra thread, then used to design through small “rings” outgoing to the tissue. 
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The installation revolves around the “virtual loom” located at the centre of the 

exhibition, an ideal weaving machine that allows distributing in the space the 

bidimensional character of decor.  

 

NARRAI’s 3D version is designed in a couple of scenarios, the first characterised by a 

suspended arras, the second identified by the overhead transposition of the 

pibiones, apparently floating in a random fashion, but in reality “leaving a mark", 

thanks to the newly conceived textile code. 

Since no front and back are present, it is possible to enjoy the installation without a 

“reading” order of the exhibition space, connected by same red thread: “the sense of 

joy and sharing”. 

 

Prexiu is the name of the first tapestry, produced as a tribute to the land of origin of 

the weaving technique.  

It is a unique piece, conceived for the XXI Triennale, where the decor composition 

derives from the transcription using NARRAI codes, of verses taken from some 

Sardinian songs; the arras becomes the place where the pace set by the pibiones 

visually expresses the language and colour emphasises it.  

 

Behind the tapestry, communication with the interlocutor becomes “discontinuous” 

and less immediate; what is identified as decor on front, it becomes illusion/allusion 

in this context, where each pibiones seems to ideally “migrate” in the space, exiting 

the woven support to draw ephemeral shapes, linked to a consolidated 

iconographic heritage, representing dance. 

 

Songs and dancing, intended in the installation as forms of expression of an identical 

feeling, here become the facets of the same medal: a "narrating loom" in open 

version available to the community.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Marco Goffi | essential biography 

Born in Milan, a degree in architecture between Milan and Los Angeles (CAL POLY - 

Pomona), some years of architectural-design apprenticeship in Italy and Jakarta - 

Indonesia), then consultant for international main companies in the furniture design 

sector.  

In 2000, he founded his own studio, carrying out activities of contract manager and 

product designer. Between 2010 and 2013 he's been awarded with the Red Dot and 

iF product design award-Germany, two Red Dot Singapore, the Australian 

International Design Awards-Australia and a competition at Boston Design Museum. 

In 2014 with Good Fellow, he achieved to give physical shape to an international 

research supported by European Union and focused on innovative material 

developed using nanotechnology. 

 

Mariantonia Urru | profile 

Company operating in the textile sector since 1981 in Samugheo, Province of 

Oristano.  

Passion, tradition and enthusiasm motivated the founder to set-up a laboratory to 

produce furnishing accessories, initially implementing the most ancient weaving 

techniques handed down by previous generations. 

During the years, the natural inclination towards research and experimentation, 

allowed the company to expand its selection of products and services while constant 

updating allowed penetrating the "contract" market, which is renownedly 

characterised by a high technological content. 

Its remarkable ornamental sensitivity and constant development of decorative 

languages, produced also upon request, allowed the company to grow its vocation 

during the last decade and thanks to the collaboration with international designers, 

to gain competitive and efficient sector experience.   
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